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Please Join the Discussion 

請參與討論 
 

Many questions require discussion  

and further studies.
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Energy 
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• Make solar energy economical 

• Provide energy from fusion 

• Develop carbon sequestration methods 

• Manage the nitrogen cycle 

• Provide access to clean water 

• Restore and improve urban infrastructure 

• Advance health informatics 

• Engineer better medicines 

• Reverse-engineer the brain 

• Prevent nuclear terror 

• Secure cyberspace 

• Enhance virtual reality 

• Advance personalized learning 

• Engineer the tools of scientific discovery 
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Challenges related to energy. 

directly  



Outline 

• Overview of energy consumption of information 

and communication technologies (ICT) 

• Understand ICT's environmental impacts, other 

than energy consumption 

• Designing sustainable energy supplies 

• Cloud computing and sustainability 

• Energy management at different levels 

– mobile systems 

– data center 

• Research directions 

• Conclusion 
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If we have time, I will talk about 

"Problems Inspired by Games." 



Energy 
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Energy Flow (US EIA) 
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(Unit: Quadrillion Btu  1018 Joules) 
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ICT's Environmental Impacts 
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mining 
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shipping 

using 
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ICT's Indirect Impacts 
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efficient transportation using GPS on-line search vs. library 

video on demand vs. DVD 

e commerce vs. shopping mall 



Direct and Indirect Impacts of ICT 
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Smart Grids 
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 uses computers and other technology to gather and act on information, 

such as information about the behaviors of suppliers and consumers, in 

an automated fashion to improve the efficiency, reliability, economics, 

and sustainability of the production and distribution of electricity 
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How Do They Get the Numbers? 
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ICT's Energy Consumption 
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Where does power go? 



Difficulty in Finding ICT's Power 

• Analysis is difficult because many  systems are 

involved. 

• No company has enough information about the 

whole ICT. Even if a company has information, the 

information is unlikely revealed publicly. 

• Nevertheless, we try to put together estimates from 

multiple sources.  

• Internet consumes about 1% electricity in 

developed countries [1]. 

 
[1] K. Hinton, J. Baliga, M. Feng, R. Ayre, and R. S. Tucker. Power Consumption and Energy 

Eciency in the Internet. IEEE Network, 2:6-12, March/April 2011. 
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ICT's Power Consumption 

• Consumer Systems 

• Access Networks 

• Edge and Core Networks 

• Data Centers 
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Where does power go? 
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• smartphone: about 1W during operation; mW 

standby 

• laptop: about 10W during operation; mW standby 

• desktop: about 100 W during operation 

• display: about 30 W 

• power management widely adopted 

Consumer Systems 
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Access Networks 

• Connect consumer systems to Internet service 

providers (ISP) 

• Power consumed by networks harder to estimate 

because they are shared. One Wifi access point 

should be shared by at most 25 users [1]. 

• A few W per user [2]. 

• Power management not widely adopted in access 

networks. 
 

[1] P. Roshan and J. Leary. 802.11 Wireless LAN Fundamentals. Cisco Press, 2004. 

[2] K. Hinton, J. Baliga, M. Feng, R. Ayre, and R. S. Tucker. Power Consumption and Energy 

Eciency in the Internet. IEEE Network, 2:6-12, March/April 2011. 
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Edge and Core Networks 

• Edge: connect access networks to core networks. 

• Core networks: backbone of the Internet. 

• It is hard to estimate the number of network 

switches because many of them are hidden behind 

institution's firewalls. 

• In 2010, about 21.4 TWh [1] was consumed for 

networks in Europe. There are about 476 million 

Internet users in Europe  about 5 W/user. Is this 

a valid method? 
 

[1] R. Bolla, F. Davoli, R. Bruschi, K. Christensen, F. Cucchietti, and S. Singh. The Potential 

Impact of Green Technologies in Next-Generation Wireline Networks: Is There Room for 

Energy Saving Optimization? IEEE Communications Magazine, 49(8):80-86, August 2011. 
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Data Centers 

• In 2008, data centers in USA consumed 69TWh 

[1]. 

• In 2010, USA produced about 4.1QWh electricity 

[2]. Data centers consumed about 1.7% electricity.  

• There are about 240 million Internet users in USA, 

about 32W/user.  

 
[1] E. R. Masanet, R. E. Brown, A. Shehabi, J. G. Koomey, and B. Nordman. Estimating the 

Energy Use and Efficiency Potential of U.S. Data Centers. Proceedings of the 

IEEE,99(8):1440-1453, August 2011.  

[2] US Energy Information Administration. 
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Other Studies 

• Italian [1] 

– 79% power consumer systems  

– 16% access networks 

– network a small portion of ICT's power consumption 

• Internet power consumption between 84GW and 

143 GW [2]. There are 2.27 billion users, about 

37W/user to 63 W/user. 

 
[1] R. Bolla, F. Davoli, R. Bruschi, K. Christensen, F. Cucchietti, and S. Singh. The Potential 

Impact of Green Technologies in Next-Generation Wireline Networks: Is There Room for 

Energy Saving Optimization? IEEE Communications Magazine, 49(8):80-86, August 2011. 

[2] B. Raghavan and J. Ma. The Energy and Emergy of the Internet. In ACM Workshop on 

Hot Topics in Networks, 2011. 
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Energy-Proportional Computing 
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Servers consume 50% peak 

power at 0% utilization.  

Energy efficiency is low at  

low utilization. 

IEEE Computer, December 2007 



Why Not Energy-Proportional? 

• Many components require power to "stay on." 

• Air conditioner 

• Power distribution 
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Questions 

• How do you quantify the energy consumption of 

the Internet? 

• What are your methods? Why do they work? 

• Can we reduce the energy consumption of 

individual components or systems to reduce the 

overall energy consumption? 

• How do you count the energy consumption of a 

single user's request in a shared system (servers, 

networks, storage ...)? 
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Do you agree? 
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IEEE Computer, November 2011. 



Summary 

• It is difficult to estimate the power consumption of 

ICT. Data are scattered in multiple sources. Each 

paper can provide only "best guess." 

• The data suggest that 

– The two ends (consumers and data centers) consume 

more power than the networks. 

– The direct power / energy impacts from ICT is "modest", 

about several percent of electricity. 

• More effort is needed to fully understand where 

power goes. 
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How Heavy is a Memory Chip? 

32 



The 1.7 Kilogram Microchip: Energy and Material 

Use in the Production of Semiconductor Devices  

Environmental Science and Technology, 36(24), 

2002 by Ericd Willams, Robert U Ayres, and 

Miriam Heller  

 
How do you quantify the environmental 

impacts of semiconductor industry? 

 

The numbers in this paper are questionable 

but there are few comparable analyses. 
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Video 

Making Silicon Wafer and Chips 
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Making a 2g 32MB DRAM chip 

• 1600g fossil fuel 

• 72g chemicals 

• 32000g water 

• 700g gas (mostly N2) 

• Purifying silicon is energy intense due to the high 

organization and low entropy. 
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Energy Use 

• 83% electricity, about 1.4 kWh/cm2; rest are oil, 

gas ... 

• 35% process tools 

• 26% ventilation 

• 20% chilling 

• 7% producing liquid nitrogen 

• 5% purifying water (5 to 29 liters per cm2) 
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Use is about 30% of  

total energy consumption. 

One kg coal can produce about 24 MJ energy. 



Summary 

• ICT's environmental impacts start from materials. 

• Many chemicals are used; some are toxic. 

• Large quantity of water is needed. 

• Semiconductor is energy-intense due to the high 

purity (low entropy). 

• The data are obtained from many sources, mostly 

indirectly, so the accuracy is questionable 

(acknowledged by the authors). 

• There are few similar studies since 2002. 
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Electronic Waste 
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Where do your old computers go?  
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Video 

E Waste 

IEEE  
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Is it possible to build a second 

market for electronics? 
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People buy used cars  

and houses. 

How about computers? 
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16567lb = 7515 kg 

1000 units  7.5 kg/laptop 

about 2% of Dell 
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Sustainable Energy Supply 

What technologies can provide human 

energy needs for 1000 years? 
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Sustainable energy sources? 
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oil supply 



Energy-Related Disasters 
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Options and Challenges 

• power consumption about 15 TW 

• power absorbed by Earth about 116 PW 

• oil: declining supply? 

• nuclear: supply about 6% power now. Uranium at 

"reasonable cost" for another 80 years. New 

reactors technologies immature. 

• wind: moving mechanic parts need lubrication (oil) 

• hydro (dam): damage to ecology 

• geothermal: pollute underground water supply 
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Solar Power 

• solar cells (converting optical energy to electric 

energy): need energy for extracting materials and 

for manufacturing 

• solar panel: reflecting lights to heat liquid and drive 

a turbine. "low-tech" solution 

• hydrogen for transportation, safer than gasoline 
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hydrogen leak 

gasoline leak 



Hydrogen 

• Hindenburg explosion? It burned, not exploded. 

61/97 survived. 

• Electrosys  hydrogen  compression  energy 

consumption? Electrosys can occur at high 

pressure. 

• No infrastructure or demand for hydrogen  

hydrogen is widely used in industry. 

• Electrosys will deplete water supply  About one 

trillionth of water is sufficient for 15TW of hydrogen. 
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Do You Agree? 
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Cloud Computing and 

Sustainability 
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Do You Believe Them? 
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What is Cloud Computing? 
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瞎子摸象 



Video 

Data Centers and Cooling 
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Cloud Computing: Sharing 

Rent or buy? 
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Own, Rent, or Buy a Ticket 
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Is $0.03/hour cheap? 

How much do you pay for your computer? 

 

Let's try to estimate. 
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How much do you pay per hour? 
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Is $0.03/hour cheap? 
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Cost Of Ownership 

• $1335 to buy + $165 network = $1500 

• 480W power supply (overestimation) + 120W 

network and cooling = 600W 

• electricity cost about $0.12 per kWh = $0.072h = 

$1.728 day = $630 year 

• one system administrator ($200,000/year) per 1000 

server = $200 per server per year 

• life time = 5 years  

• total cost = $1500 + 5  (630 + 200) = 5650. 

• 5650 / (24  365  5) = $0.129/hour 
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How many instances can 

this machine provide? 
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# instances? 

• 4 cores at 2.4 GHz 

• 12 GB memory 

• one instance = 1 GHz 2007 Xeon processor 

• first-order approximation = 8 instances 

• $0.129/hour  $0.016/hour-instance < $0.03 

• Therefore, the cloud vendor can make money. For 

on-demand instance ($0.08/hour), if the utilization 

is above 20%. 
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Why is a cloud vendor like 

an airliner or a hotel? 

All of them want to improve  

utilization (i.e. occupancy). 
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IEEE Computer April 2009 
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Cloud Computing for Business 

• Many businesses are seasonal or have high 

fluctuation of demands. 

• Most businesses do not have expertise in 

managing IT. 

• Renting reduces the up-front investment and avoid 

cost of idle computers. 
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Why is the utilization low? 
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Servers are usually under-utilized  

to provide short latency. 



Problems of Datacenter Power 

• A typical datacenter contains thousands of 

machines. Each consumes several $M/month on 

power for the server and cooling.  

 

 

• Server utilization is not very high and the energy 

efficiency (power / load) is low at low utilization. 

• Energy-proportional computing is hard because of 

physical properties. For example, a disk consumes 

most power keeping the platters spinning, not 

reading or writing data. 
101 

computing for power

nconsumptio power
)efficiency nutilizatio (power PUE 



Cooling in Datacenter 

• Cool air comes (pushed) from the bottom.  

• Hot air pulls from the top and then sent to 

radiators. Air flow is hard to control. 

• If you can save 5% power, you can save a lot of 

money. 

• How to save power? 

• One of them is virtualization.  

 One physical machine runs  

 several virtual machines so  

 that fewer physical machines are needed. 
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Additional Advantages of Cloud 

• no need to worry about buying, installing, 

upgrading, repairing, recycling ... 

• sharing data (among your own computers and 

among people) + backup 
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Summary 

• Cloud computing may reduce carbon emission by 

sharing at higher utilization (direct impacts). 

• Some studies provide estimates but lack details. 

• The indirect impacts (does cloud encourage more 

use and thus more energy consumption?) are 

difficult to quantify. 
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Reducing Computing Energy 
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How to Reduce Energy? 
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Energy for Computing 

• mechanical  

– fans 

– air conditioners  

– hard disks 

• electronic / optical 

– electric energy = charge  voltage difference 

 E = C  V, 1 J = 1C  1V 

– model a CMOS transistor as a capacitor 

 Q = CV  E = CV2 

– power is energy consumption divided by time 

 P = dE/dt = CV2f, f is the clock speed 
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How to Save Energy 

• reduce waste: standby or sleep mode 

• new technologies: lower V, smaller C 

• reduce power: reduce f 

• use less energy for the same operation: shrink 

transistors (Moore’s Law). However, as transistors 

are smaller, more transistors are put into the same 

chip using a higher clock rate  more power, even 

though more work is done 
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Q = CV  E = CV2 

P = dE/dt = CV2f 



Voltage and Frequency Scaling 

• slow down, P = CV2f, not all capacitors switch every cycle, 

 is the switching factor 

• lower frequency  lower power, but execution takes longer 

• reduce voltage, V  f (first-order approximation), lower 

voltage at lower frequency 

• f1 = 0.5f2, V1 = 0.5V2  P1 = 0.125P2, t1 = 2 t2, E1 = 0.25 E2 

• Slowing the clock rate to half  the power is reduced to 

one eighth (1/8)  execution time doubles  energy 

reduced to one fourth (1/4). 

• This is an approximation because leakage is not 

considered. 
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Low-Power Mode 

• It is rare that a component needs to run at the peak 

performance continuously.  

• If the component does not need the peak 

performance, it can enter a low-power (standby or 

sleep) mode. 

• time and energy overhead for entering and exiting 

(“wake up”) the low-power mode 

  should not enter the sleep mode too often 

• Timeout is the most widely used approach, based 

on the assumption: “If it is idle for a while, it is likely 

to remain idle.” 
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Decision to Sleep 

120 

time 

power 

busy busy 
idle 

time 

power 

busy busy 

sleep 

overhead 

Pb 

Pi 

Ps 

Ti 

Po 

To 



Break-Even Time 

• Do not sleep: Energy = PiTi 

• Sleep: Energy = PoTo + Ps(Ti − To), assume Ti > To 

• Break-even if 

PiTi = PoTo + Ps(Ti − To) 

• Assume Pi > Ps  (otherwise, why to sleep?) 

Ti Pi − Ps = PoTo − PsTo 

 

Ti = max (
PoTo − PsTo

Pi − Ps
, To) 

• If Ti is longer than the break-even time, sleep. 
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(break-even time) 



What are the assumptions? 
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Optimal Decisions and Timeout 
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 = break-even time  
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2-Competitive 
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n-Competitive 

• For a minimization problem P, the optimal solution 

has cost C. 

• An algorithm has cost kC; k is at least one. 

• If for any possible P, k  n, we say this algorithm is 

n-competitive. 
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What Are the Implications? 
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2-Competitive Timeout 

• For an unpredictable sequence of requests, you 

can achieve 2-competitive by using a simple 

timeout method with  = break-even time. 

• Thus, any solution that is based on timeout has to 

beat this simple method. 

• What can you do?  

– Do not use timeout 

– Change the assumptions  
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Can You Do Better? 

• If you can prefetech data or defer write, a new 

request does not have to be served immediately  

You can make the idle time longer. 

• Prefetch consumes energy to read and to store 

data [1]. Fetched data may not be used. 

• Deferring write may degrade reliability. 

• Power cycles may also affect reliability. 

• Use multiple components (such as a disk array or 

multiple cores) to share loads. 

 
[1] Nathaniel Pettis, Le Cai, and Yung-Hsiang Lu, "Statistically Optimal Dynamic Power Management for 

Streaming Data", IEEE Transactions on Computers, 55 (7), July 2006, pages 800-814. 
130 



Summary 

• Putting a component into sleep state may save 

energy if the component can sleep long enough. 

• The minimum idle time to save energy is called the 

break-even time of this component. 

• A simple timeout is 2-competitive. If you want to do 

better, you need to change the assumptions. 
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Don't Sleep. Slow Down. 
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Reduce Power Consumption 

• Dynamic power of CMOS circuit: P = CV2f  

• How to reduce power? 

– reduce C: using smaller transistors 

– reduce V: using lower voltage (however, leakage current 

will increase). 

– reduce f: lower clock rate degrades performance 

– reduce : clock gating and power gating 

• Reducing power and reducing energy are not 

always consistent.  

• Best way to reduce power or energy  turn off 

everything (probably not desirable). 
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Scaling for Real-Time Tasks 

• Real-time task: a task must complete before a 

deadline. Missing the deadline can have 

undesirable (or disastrous) consequences. 

• Finishing before the deadline is not better. 

• If a task should complete before time t, should a 

multi-speed processor 

– compute as soon as possible and then sleep? 

– use two or more speeds and voltages? 

– use one speed and finish the task just in time? 
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Ishihara and Yasuura, "Voltage Scheduling Problem for Dynamically Variable Voltage 

Processor", International Symposium on Low Power Electronics and Design 1998. 
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Using one speed, the slowest, is the most energy-efficient.  



Voltage and Frequency Scaling 

• Many papers have been published on finding the 

optimal (or heuristic) solutions for real-time 

systems. 

– hard deadlines 

– soft deadlines 

– on-time deadlines 

– multiple processors 

– multiple tasks 

– periodic tasks 

– sporadic tasks 

– ... 
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Why Are Processors Multicores? 
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1 core at f vs. 2 core at 0.5f 

• one core P1 = CV2f  

• two cores P2 = 2 C(V /2)2f/2 = P1/4 

• same performance (if you can fully parallelize the 

tasks) 

• E2 = E1/4 

 

 

• Therefore, multiple cores may achieve the same 

performance at lower energy consumption. 
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Can You Do Better? 
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Asynchronous Systems 

Why do you make everyone run at the same speed? 
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Ivan Sutherland (Turing Award 1998) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Send computation to another computer. 
141 

IEEE Computer April 2010 
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Why Mobile + Cloud? 

Mobile Cloud 

+ convenience  immobile 

+ interaction with users  no user interface 

+ sensors  no physical interface 

 speed + speed 

 storage + storage 

 battery energy + grid powered 

 low data rate (at best Mbps) + high data rate (Gbps) 

 lose system and data + backed up 

150 

Mobile systems will never match servers' capabilities.  



Offloading to Save Energy 

Energy savings on a mobile system: 
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Pc power to compute C processor cycles 

M mobile's speed Pi power for waiting  

S server's speed Pn power for network 
D data to exchange B network data rate 

)
B

D
P

S

C
(P

M

C
P nic 

energy computing 

on mobile system 

mobile's energy when 

computing on server 



Energy Savings 

Assume 
• Pc = Pi = Pn (simplification, they are very close) 
• S = x M (i.e. server is x times faster, x > 1). 

  
  
  
  
  
  
 Suppose P, C, and M are given. How to save energy? 
• increase x or B (or both) 
• reduce D 
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To save energy 
• Increasing x (i.e., server speed) has limited effects. 
• Reduce D 

o It may be really small (only some "pointers") 
already because most data are already stored in 
the cloud.  

o Require "intelligent synchronization": better 
understanding of data formats (for non-text data) 
and opportunistic (when B is high or energy is 
abundant, such as AC powered) 

• B is increasing in newer wireless networks.  
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Mobile Networks and Applications, April 2012 
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Byung-Gon Chun, Sunghwan Ihm, Petros Maniatis, Mayur Naik, Ashwin Patti. CloneCloud: Elastic 

Execution between Mobile Device and Cloud. European Conference on Computer 2011. 
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Five Types of Augmentation 

• primary: heavy computation (such as recognition) 

executed at server (similar to client-server model) 

• background: no user interaction (such as scanning 

for virus, analyzing photos) 

• mainline: user interaction (such as debugging) 

• hardware: limited hardware of the phone (with 

“capability inflation”) 

• multiplicity: parallel execution on a server, explore 

different options 
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Augmented Execution 
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Four Steps for Cloning 

1. create a clone in the cloud (or personal desktop) 

2. synchronize states periodically or on-demand 

3. augmented applications executing in the clone 

– whole system replication or incremental checkpointing 

– automatic or semiautomatic partition 

4. integrate results from the clone 
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Design Decisions 

• What should be considered for augmentation? 

automatic selection or manual annotation? 

• When to synchronize? keeping the states 

consistent without consuming too much energy. 

depending on the types of augmented applications 

– background: once a few hours 

– primary and mainline: more frequently 

– dependent on the available wireless network 
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Eduardo Cuervo, Aruna Balasubramanian, Dae-ki Cho, Alec Wolman, Stefan Saroiu, Ranveer Chandra, 

and Paramvir Bahl, MAUI: Making Smartphones Last Longer with Code Offload, in ACM MobiSys 2010 



MAUI 

• programming environment for smartphones 

• developers annotate the methods that can be 

offloaded. offload unit: method 

• If a server is available, at run-time decide whether 

to offload. If disconnected, execute on the phone. 

• Monitor network (bandwidth and latency). 

• Profilers collect information to determine whether 

the next invocation should be offloaded. 

• MAUI determines the amount of data to transfer for 

offloading and the amount of computation. 
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Determine Offloadable Code 

• Programmers mark what is remoteable 

• Unoffloadable: 

– user interface 

– IO 

– reading sensors 

– communication with another computer (i.e. not the 

phone, nor the offload server), such as a web server 

• Server obtains code 

– from the phone directly 

– download from another server based on a signature sent 

by the phone 
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Additional return values and argument 

annotations 



Profiler 

• energy profile = hardware measurement + model 

• estimate CPU time based on past invocations 

• dynamic voltage scaling not a major problem in 

predicting execution time 
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Energy for 100KB 

is not 10 times 
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Environmental Impacts? 

• Your smartphone may last 2 hours longer by 

offloading. What are the environmental impacts? 
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Do you agree? 
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IEEE Computer, November 2011. 



Conclusion 

• Sustainable energy supplies are one of the most 

important challenges. 

• Electronics have great impacts to our environment. 

• ICT consumes about 3-4% electricity directly. The 

indirect impacts are significant but difficult to 

measure. 

• Saving electronic energy is a important topic for 

researchers and designers. 

• Many solutions have been proposed. 

• Much more work needs to be done. 
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